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To survive and thrive, banks must deliver a 
stand-out customer experience

Still on shaky ground from the 2008 recession, 

consumer trust of financial institutions remains 

low. At the same time, consumer expectations are 

higher than ever. They want the same seamless, 

omnichannel convenience they get from digital 

powers like Amazon and Facebook. Armed with 

endless information at their fingertips, they’re 

not as swayed by products and prices—they 

want convenience, personalization and a truly 

consultative relationship with their bank. They 

know what they want—and they’re digitally 

empowered to move accounts and switch 

allegiances with the simple swipe of a finger or 

click of a mouse.

 

1 IN 3
financial services sales 

are directly driven by 
customer service

representative recommendations

Financial Institutions Know They Need To

FOCUS ON CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE

Best-in-Class Contact Centers Are

SOLVING KEY BUSINESS CHALLENGES

More Financial Institutions Seeing The Value Of A 

GREAT CONTACT CENTER EXPERIENCE
High Satisfaction Is Worth 

$9,500 MORE PER CUSTOMER

RISING CUSTOMER EXPECTATIONS

72% CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIPS 
ARE A TOP FOCUS1

Of Financial Institutions Say

70% TRANSACTIONAL — NOT BRINGING UNIQUE VALUE3
Of Bank Customers Say Their Customer Experience Is

61% OF ALL CUSTOMER INTERACTIONS
HAPPEN REMOTELY 2

MOVED OUTSIDE THE BRANCH
The Customer Experience Has

PERSONALIZED
SERVICE

OMNICHANNEL
EXPERIENCES

PREDICTIVE
SERVICE

Deepen Loyalty & Increase 
Retention

Expand Market Share with
Key Demographics

Anticipate Customer Needs 
& Drive Sales Growth

3 IN 4
customers will choose, 

recommend and even pay more 
for a brand that provides 

a personalized experience3 

MILLENIALS 
expect to move 
SEAMLESSLY 

across an average of 
FIVE DIFFERENT CHANNELS4 

INSTANT 
RESPONSE

Anytime-anywhere 
access

PERSONALIZED 
SERVICE

Consultative 
relationships that 

anticipate their needs

OMNICHANNEL 
EXPERIENCES

Connecting how 
they want, every time

FLEETING 
LOYALTY

Switching allegiances 
with the swipe 

of a finger

Compared to Customers With Low Satisfaction 

  1. https://insight.harlandclarke.com/2017/03/5-trends-impacting-your-contact-center-in-2017/

  2. https://www.avanade.com/~/media/asset/brochure/contact-centers-in-banking-report.pdf
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Financial contact centers take the spotlight

The role of the physical branch continues to decline and bank customers increasingly prefer digital and automated service options. But 

Gartner says at least one-third of customer interactions in 2017 still require a direct human response. At the confluence of declining customer 

contact, increasing customer expectations and intensifying competition, the financial contact center has an incredible opportunity to deliver 

the stand-out experiences that differentiate the brand, deepen customer loyalty and increase retention, drive sales and ultimately power 

business growth.

still require a DIRECT HUMAN RESPONSE
1/3 of customer interactions in 2017
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Contact center leaders know: 
There’s huge, unexplored value in customer interactions

Smart leaders of financial contact centers have long known that a wealth of valuable insight comes pouring into their contact centers 

every day. Firsthand intelligence, directly from customers, telling you what’s working—and what isn’t—throughout the business. Intelligence 

that holds the answers to big questions around increasing customer engagement, deepening loyalty, capturing cross-sell and upsell 

opportunities, and driving growth. But the average contact center only examines two percent of all customer interactions. The sheer 

volume of information—not to mention the complexity of unstructured data—is just too much, and until recently, analytics tools were too 

costly and cumbersome to adopt.

The rest of this invaluable intelligence 
sits on the shelf—not working 
for the organization.

2%
The average organization analyzes 
just 2% of all customer interactions— 
mostly for random quality assurance 
checks and reactive investigations.

98%

Intuitive analytics make it easy to unlock contact center insights

New analytics solutions now make it easy and cost-effective to monitor and examine 100 percent of customer interactions coming into the 

financial contact center—without the need for dedicated data analysts. These leading contact center analytics solutions deliver seamless 

integrations, user-friendly functionality and intuitive outputs that anyone in the business can understand.
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Making the business case for contact 
center analytics

As more and more contact center leaders see 

their opportunity to leverage advanced analytics 

tools to drive improvements across a financial 

institution, they’re crafting an impossible-

to-ignore business case to gain buy-in from 

top-level leadership. At the simplest level, 

they’re talking to business leaders in terms they 

understand—speaking about the goals and 

metrics they care about.

1 IN 3
financial services sales 

are directly driven by 
customer service

representative recommendations

OF ALL CUSTOMER 
INTERACTIONS

The Average Contact 
Center  Only Examines

UNTAPPED

Of Voice-of-the-Customer 
Insights Remain

Financial Institutions Know They Need To

FOCUS ON CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE

Most Financial Contact Centers are

WASTING INSIGHTS

Best-in-Class Contact Centers Are

SOLVING KEY BUSINESS CHALLENGES

More Financial Institutions See The Value Of A 

GREAT CONTACT CENTER EXPERIENCE
High Satisfaction Is Worth 

$9,500 MORE PER CUSTOMER

AND IT’S HURTING THE CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE

72% CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIPS 
ARE A TOP FOCUS1

Of Financial Institutions Say

70% TRANSACTIONAL—NOT BRINGING UNIQUE VALUE3
Of Bank Customers Say Their Customer Experience Is

61% OF ALL CUSTOMER INTERACTIONS
HAPPEN REMOTELY 2

MOVED OUTSIDE THE BRANCH
The Customer Experience Has

2% 98%

PERSONALIZED
SERVICE

OMNICHANNEL
EXPERIENCES

PREDICTIVE
SERVICE

Deepen Loyalty & Increase 
Retention

Expand Market Share with
Key Demographics

Anticipate Customer Needs 
& Drive Sales Growth

3 IN 4
customers will choose, 

recommend and even pay more 
for a brand that provides 

a personalized experience3 

MILLENIALS 
expect to move 
SEAMLESSLY 

across an average of 
FIVE DIFFERENT CHANNELS4 

Compared to Customers With Low Satisfaction 

3. http://customercommunications.com/webinar-digital-customer-experience-trends-for-2016/

4. https://info.microsoft.com/dynamics365-global-state-cust-service.html
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9 proven strategies: Leveraging contact center analytics to solve financial institutions’ top challenges

Once contact center leaders are able to speak in terms business teams understand, they are able to drive more value in their organization. 

Here are nine strategies contact center leadership should use to leverage advanced analytics to solve critical problems at their financial 

institutions.

INCREASE CUSTOMER 
RETENTION

INCREASE  
SALES & EXPAND 

SHARE-OF-WALLET

EVALUATE YOUR 
COMPETITION

OPTIMIZE MARKETING 
STRATEGY

EVALUATE 
TECHNOLOGY UPGRADE 

OPPORTUNITIES

INCREASE FRAUD 
PROTECTION

ENHANCE DATA 
SECURITY COMPLIANCE

INCREASE CUSTOMER 
ENGAGEMENT

FIND NEW MARKET 
OPPORTUNITIES
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#1. Increase Customer Retention

Why it’s critical:
As customer loyalty wanes in every sector, forward-thinking financial institutions now realize 

that customer retention is the biggest driver of success. A typical bank can expect to lose 

around a third of its customers in the next 12 months—and one in three of those departing 

customers will leave because of dissatisfaction with the customer experience.5  No matter 

the original source of the customer’s issue, first-contact resolution (FCR) plays a huge role in 

determining a customer’s overall satisfaction. In fact, an Accenture survey found that more than 

80 percent of customers that left due to poor service would have stayed if their issue had been 

resolved the first time they contacted their bank.6 

How contact center analytics can help:
While contact centers have always used FCR as a key performance indicator, advanced 

analytics enables a whole new level of visibility into the ‘why’ of failed FCR and the ‘how’ of 

successful FCR. Speech and text analytics instantly identify bad and good calls, emails and 

chats for review based on keywords. Managers quickly gain insight into common customer 

pain points and opportunities to provide targeted agent training or create additional agent 

information resources to increase FCR rates. Proactive, analytics-driven agent training can 

give agents a better understanding of common customer personas, helping agents anticipate 

customer needs and issues and deliver service with personalized convenience. Analytics can 

also identify technology gaps or breakdowns, shedding light on slow applications, network lag, 

agent log-in issues and other problems, and automatically alerting administrators and IT. Armed 

with better tools and information, the contact center can shift its goal from shorter interactions 

to better interactions.

KEY BUSINESS CHALLENGE: 
How do we increase customer 

retention?

PROVEN STRATEGY: 
Leverage contact center analytics 

to improve the customer experience

5.  https://www.accenture.com/t20150710T130243__w__/us-en/_acnmedia/Accenture/Conversion-Assets/DotCom/Documents/Global/PDF/Dual-

pub_17/Accenture-Banking-Consumer-Pulse.pdf

6.  https://www.accenture.com/t20150710T130243__w__/us-en/_acnmedia/Accenture/Conversion-Assets/DotCom/Documents/Global/PDF/Dual-

pub_17/Accenture-Banking-Consumer-Pulse.pdf
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CASE STUDY:
Credit union uses analytics to boost member retention

A large credit union with 700,000 members used Calabrio Analytics to drive a successful voice-of-the-member project. Using the 

search key phrase, “Let me speak to a supervisor,” the credit union learned that members were frequently frustrated by the funds-

availability policy. This issue drove them to use debit cards from other financial institutions—or to leave the credit union altogether.

With this powerful insight at hand, the credit union implemented new technology and policies—including mobile deposit options—

to give members access to their funds sooner. The changes improved customer satisfaction and increased customer retention by 

one percent, which translates to over $1 million in lifetime customer value for the credit union.
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KEY BUSINESS CHALLENGE: 
How do we make the most of our 

cross-sell and upsell opportunities?

PROVEN STRATEGY: 
Leverage contact center analytics 

to learn from missed opportunities.

#2. Increase Sales & Expand Share-of-Wallet

Why it’s critical:
“Stickiness” is a big buzz word in customer retention and loyalty. One of the biggest drivers of 

stickiness is a customer engaged across multiple service lines. As customers have fewer direct 

interactions with their financial institutions, the financial contact center becomes a vital sales 

resource. But today’s savvy consumers are skeptical of being “upsold,” and, moreover, they want 

a quick and convenient resolution to the issue at hand—not a lengthy, unwanted sales pitch. 

Moreover, banks generally have no way of knowing if they’ve missed a sales opportunity with an 

existing customer—so they have no way of learning from their mistakes.

How contact center analytics can help:
Best-in-class analytics solutions enable the financial contact center to create a list of keywords 

and phrases that identify cross-sell and upsell opportunities. Agents and supervisors can review 

calls involving successful sales conversions, as well as missed opportunities—and use this 

insight to drive training that transforms contact center agents into skilled sales representatives 

capable of delivering the natural, consultative service that customers want.

Example Use Case: Using customer pain points to drive the sales narrative
Advanced contact center analytics enables an organization to automatically identify and 

categorize the main reason for each customer interaction. From this data, key customer pain 

points will emerge. These pain points are natural conversation starters for sales. Beginning with 

these salient, relatable pain points increases customer trust and leads to deeper engagement 

that can increase conversions.
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KEY BUSINESS CHALLENGE: 
Where can we strengthen our 

brand and establish competitive 

advantages in the marketplace?

PROVEN STRATEGY: 
Leverage contact center analytics 

to understand how customers 

receive your brand

#3. Evaluate Your Competition

Why it’s critical: 
Today’s financial consumers are empowered by a wealth of digital information at their 

fingertips. This is reshaping the “sales funnel,” as consumers actively research their options and 

typically don’t engage with a financial institution until their opinions are nearly fully-formed. 

That means they’re forming these opinions and making decisions largely upon the brand and 

image of a financial institution. Understanding how your brand is received, how it fits within your 

customers’ lifestyles, and where it lives in the marketplace, is critical to identifying competitive 

advantages, deepening customer loyalty and driving market share.

How contact center analytics can help:
Analytics tools can reveal what customers (and prospective customers) view as the unique or 

differentiating elements of your brand. Importantly, analytics can also show where a financial 

institution lives in the market space—it’s relative strengths and weaknesses compared to the 

competition. The FI can use these voice-of-the-customer insights to define their brand and 

strategically focus on competitive differentiators that they know resonate with their audience.

Example Use Case: Using key phrases to evaluate brand strength
Using analytics across a variety of channels, a bank can search for key phrases tied to their own 

brand messaging and that of key competitors. Across tens of thousands of interactions, the 

organization can identify which brand elements resonate most deeply with customers. They can 

even dive deeper to look at brand strength by region, age, service line and other demographics.
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#4. Optimize Marketing Strategy

Why it’s critical: 
To connect with highly discerning consumers in a highly competitive environment, banks can’t 

just be great banks—they need to be expert marketers, too. They must stay one step ahead of 

ad-savvy consumers and stay on top of emerging marketing channels. Unlike many businesses, 

financial institutions typically serve a customer base that spans a wide range of demographics. 

This adds to the complex challenge of understanding how to effectively target marketing 

messages to make sure you’re getting the most from your marketing budget. Unfortunately, too 

many financial institutions are pouring marketing dollars down the drain with poorly targeted 

campaigns: Half of millennials say their banks’ marketing isn’t relevant to their financial needs.7 

How the contact center can help: 
Comprehensive contact center analytics enables the marketing department to conduct 

ongoing, real-time market research at an exceptionally low cost. They can hear straight from 

customers and potential customers about what works, what doesn’t, what they like and what 

they don’t like. This gives marketing teams the agility to quickly adapt their target audience 

profile in real time, adjusting existing campaigns and informing future efforts so they reach the 

right customers, through the right channels, at the right time—the holy trinity of marketing.

Example Use Case: Tracking the success of a multi-channel marketing campaign 
in real-time
A financial institution launching a large, multi-channel brand campaign can leverage contact 

center analytics to directly track the reach and impact of the campaign. The marketing team 

can see which specific channels were most successful, as well as look in-depth at which 

messaging and calls-to-action corresponded with the most contact center interactions. Data 

even reveals specific regions or demographics where a campaign is performing particularly well, 

or notably below average.

KEY BUSINESS CHALLENGE: 
How do we maximize the ROI of 

our marketing efforts?

PROVEN STRATEGY: 
Leverage contact center analytics 

to evaluate impact of marketing 

messages and zero in on the target

7. https://thefinancialbrand.com/52223/50-facts-about-millennials-and-money/
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#5. Evaluate Technology Upgrade Opportunities

Why it’s critical:
The conservative financial segment has been notably slow to adopt and innovate, even as 

consumers say technology is now the second-most important factor in why customers choose 

a financial institution8—opening the door for emerging, disruptive FinTech companies. Banks 

are finally putting more focus and budget behind technology innovation. But getting the buy-

in to make technology investments is one thing—deciding where to steer the ship is entirely 

another. Leadership is looking for hard evidence on where technology investments will make 

the biggest impact.

How the contact center can help:
Using performance metrics and key search terms, contact center leaders can identify 

bottlenecks and pain points in the customer experience. From problems logging into a mobile 

banking portal, to frustrations with the online bill pay process, to outdated call center software 

that leads to frequent delays, the organization can see definitive opportunities to make 

technology investments that will immediately elevate the customer experience.

Example Use Case: Identifying technology bottlenecks
Financial institutions can pour over contact center data in real-time, looking for search terms 

such as, “I’m sorry, my computer is working slowly,” to identify common technology problems. 

This speech and text analytics data can be cross-referenced agent desktop data to see that a 

specific software application frequently slows interactions and leads to customer (and agent) 

frustrations. This data provides a clear business case for investing in software upgrades that 

instantly decrease the incidence of frustrating delays.

KEY BUSINESS CHALLENGE: 
Where can we make technology 

investments that will have the 

greatest impact?

PROVEN STRATEGY: 
Leverage contact center analytics 

to identify bottlenecks and pain 

points in the customer experience

8. https://www.avanade.com/~/media/asset/brochure/contact-centers-in-banking-report.pdf
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#6. Increase Fraud Protection

Why it’s critical: 
The contact center is an increasingly popular target for fraudsters to gather account information. 

Customer service representatives who don’t recognize sophisticated social engineering fraud 

attempts could be giving away critical account information. Financial institutions without 

targeted contact center security training average annual financial losses of $683,000, while 

those that do have training have an average annual loss of only $162,000.9

How the contact center can help:
Analytics can be used to identify fraud on an individual and widespread level. Preset keywords—

phrases relating to password changes, email resets, address changes, wire transfers and other 

high-risk or suspicious activity—can trigger fraud alerts, helping agents and managers identify 

callers attempting to conduct fraudulent transactions. The contact center can also leverage 

powerful analytics metadata to track frequent calls for a particular account or from a certain 

phone number to uncover potential fraudulent transactions. This insight not only provides near-

real-time fraud mitigation—it drives better security training to further reduce risk in the future.

Example Use Case: See a data breach in real-time
A large number of customers calling to report unauthorized transactions from the same 

geographical region, or to the same payee, can signal a possible large-scale data breach. 

With data breaches increasing in both frequency and cost, faster and more effective breach 

remediation can save an organization immense costs and mitigate customer defection.

KEY BUSINESS CHALLENGE: 
How can we spot fraud sooner?

PROVEN STRATEGY: 
Leverage contact center analytics 

to trigger automated fraud alerts

9.  http://globalinitiative.net/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/pwc-us-cybercrime-rising-risks-reduced-readiness-key-findings-from-the-2014-us-state-of-

cybercrime-survey-june-2014.pdf
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KEY BUSINESS CHALLENGE: 
How can we ensure compliance 

and mitigate data security risks? 

PROVEN STRATEGY: 
Leverage contact center analytics 

to identify and address risk  

in real time

#7. Enhance Data Security Compliance

Why it’s critical: 
Financial institutions face an ever-increasing security and compliance burden, as they work 

to meet evolving standards and fight off increasingly sophisticated threats. They’re actively 

looking for strategies to strengthen protection of customer data and mitigate the risk of 

breaches and fines for non-compliance, while minimizing the cost of compliance. They must 

accomplish all of this without adding friction or frustration to the customer experience.

How the contact center can help:
Contact center analytics provides complete visibility into what agents are saying (or not saying) 

that could put a financial institution at risk. Using sophisticated speech analytics tools, an 

organization can automate compliance monitoring, tracking script adherence, identifying the 

use of disallowed language and flagging high-risk interactions. Best-in-class analytics solutions 

also offer manual and automatic pause-and-resume functionality that simplifies compliance 

with PCI guidelines for the storing of credit card and financial information. Analytics can even 

reveal a potential data breach in near real-time—often before other fraud detection or security 

tools catch the breach. Taken together, these capabilities make comprehensive compliance and 

risk-management monitoring efficient and cost-effective.

Example Use Case: Leverage auto-pause to simplify PCI compliance
To avoid the hefty fine for accidentally recording sensitive PCI-protected information (credit 

card numbers) during customer calls, a bank can use the auto-pause feature offered by a best-

in-class contact center analytics solution. When a service representative accesses a particular 

screen or field, the audio and screen recording is automatically paused, and when the agent 

leaves that screen or field, the recording automatically resumes. The bank has enabled assured 

PCI compliance—without adding any burden to agents.
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KEY BUSINESS CHALLENGE: 
How can we maximize the ROI of 

our value-added services? 

PROVEN STRATEGY: 
Leverage contact center analytics 

to drive awareness of value-added 

services

#8. Increase Customer Engagement

Why it’s critical: 
As competition intensifies and consumers exercise their digital freedom of choice, value-added 

services (lifestyle programs, reward programs, discount/perk programs, etc.) offer a promising 

way to stand out from the competition and deliver unique customer value. Hooking customers 

into these additional services significantly increases “stickiness” and supports customer 

retention. However, customer awareness and engagement with these services remains a major 

hurdle for financial institutions.

How the contact center can help:
Leading contact center analytics solutions can pull in data from value-added service programs, 

enabling agents to deliver targeted messaging and offers to customers. Agent dashboards can 

populate scripts for current promotions, and can include information on the offers or perks 

currently available to a given customer. This instantly boosts customer awareness and can 

quickly increase engagement with these programs.

Example Use Case: Driving rewards program engagement by including  
point-totals in contact center scripts
To drive higher engagement with a customer rewards programs, a FI can make it a standard 

part of the contact center interaction to inform customers of their current point total. In addition 

to the point total, the agent could mention an item that could be redeemed today with those 

points—as well as sharing current promotions that can enable the customer to increase their 

point total and work toward larger rewards.
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KEY BUSINESS CHALLENGE: 
Where can we create new revenue 

streams?

PROVEN STRATEGY: 
Leverage contact center analytics 

to identify unmet customer needs 

and bring new products and 

services to market

#9. Find New Market Opportunities

Why it’s critical: 
Growth is a constant priority for every financial institution. Net-new customer growth, customer 

retention and cross-selling are all great growth strategies—but banks are always looking for 

opportunities to create new revenue streams and expand their portfolio. They also recognize 

that adding new products or services can deliver a sense of personalization to demanding 

customers. But they’re hesitant to extend into a new service line without assurance of 

demand—and have limited visibility into their customers’ unmet needs.

How the contact center can help:
The ability to listen to 100 percent of customer voices quickly reveals unmet customer needs. 

These unmet needs can be golden opportunities to develop a new type of account or line 

of service—increasing customer “stickiness” while creating a robust new revenue stream. 

Moreover, to the individual customer, this targeted portfolio addition gives a powerful sense of 

personalized service—an attribute which leads three-quarters of customers to not just continue 

doing business with an organization, but to recommend it to others.10

Example Use Case: See what your customers are missing
To understand unmet needs, a financial contact center can create a set of key words and 

phrases—“I can’t find,” “help me find,” “do you offer,” “why don’t you offer,” etc. Advanced 

analytics automatically pulls together an easy-to-read report showing the services most 

commonly associated with these phrases of frustration. This hard evidence gives a financial 

institution the confidence to bring a new service line to market, knowing there is built-in 

demand among its current customer base.

10. http://customercommunications.com/webinar-digital-customer-experience-trends-for-2016/
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Reimagining the financial contact center as the business intelligence hub
As policyholders embrace an increasingly indirect, abstract relationship with their insurers, the insurance contact center takes center stage 

as the face of the modern insurance organization—the primary (and often sole) interaction point between insurer and insuree. Advanced 

contact center analytics solutions give the insurance contact center the tools to take a smart approach to delivering the consistently 

outstanding contact center experiences that are now vital to attracting and retaining customers in a highly competitive marketplace. 

But with the insurance contact center now acting as sales, marketing, claims, billing and customer relations—all rolled into one—the business 

opportunities of insurance contact center analytics go well beyond customer satisfaction and retention. Following the strategies discussed in 

this ebook, an insurance organization can tap into the wealth of business insights hiding in plain sight—transforming the contact center from 

a cost center into a business intelligence hub that delivers actionable insights, solving key challenges and creating new opportunities across 

the entire insurance organization.

Ready to see what intelligent analytics can do for your organization?
Visit Calabrio.com or contact a Calabrio representative for a personalized demo and a customized assessment  

of your contact center’s biggest opportunities.

Move Your Contact Center Forward
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Calabrio delivers a complete suite of best-in-class software that helps financial contact centers meet critical challenges and deliver new 

business value.

To learn more about how Calabrio’s comprehensive contact center suite is revolutionizing the way  
financial institutions engage their customers, visit Calabrio.com.

The clean and simple way 
to capture every customer 

voice—across every channel. 
Create a unified view of 

the customer, see the big 
picture with new clarity and 

leverage comprehensive 
voice-of-the-customer 

data to drive key business 
objectives.

Highly automated and 
efficient evaluation of 

100% of your customer 
interactions. Shorten 
feedback loops and 

target training to drive 
performance that directly 

improves customer 
satisfaction.

Smart forecasting, 
scheduling and admin tools 

that drive elevated WFM 
strategies. Efficiently predict 

and respond to dynamic 
customer call volume 

and deliver a consistently 
outstanding experience. 

Sophisticated speech and 
text analytics engines that 

harness the voice of the 
customer—and intuitive 

outputs that bring that data 
to life. Leverage predictive 

and prescriptive insights to 
deliver value to customer 

experience, clinical, 
marketing and business 

development teams.

Amazingly integrated 
reporting and analytics tools 
that integrate customer and 
business data from across 
the financial organization. 

Break down data silos, 
eliminate tedious reporting, 
visualize critical metrics and 

see the full story your  
data tells.

Calabrio helps financial contact centers move forward

Call 
Recording

Quality
Management

Workforce
Management

Calabrio 
Analytics

Advanced 
Reporting


